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Abstract - Nut & Bolt are being simply used to faster two different  parts of  Machine equipments. The bolts size are 
dependent upon the requirement of strength for the proper  tightness of the joint. According  to the strength requirement the 
suitable material is used for manufacturing. The nut and bolt goes for further after working process to tackle various physical 
conditions of environment like corrosion compressive and tensile stress. We had developed a innovative bolt design,  A 
design  which eliminates the various common drawback of current conventional design of bolt. We have develop a internal 
and external threaded bolt design,  which is having high resistance to vibration.  More  number  of threads for high strength 
and low fastening time required compared to conventional  design with same number of thread. These feature enables the 
innovative bolt design for various different application like It can be used in aerospace industries,  where low weight and 
high strength is prime requirement, heavy duty machine where the vibration at high speed is an issue, automobile for the 
compact design and many more. 
 
Index terms - Shank, Internal thread, External thread. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
To select the suitable bolt for a fastening  of desired 
things,  we need to consider  various parameters 
before going  for purchasing  or manufacturing. The 
nut & bolt are available  in market in various size and 
dimension according  to the various standards of 
different organization. eg. 10.9 is written on top  of 
head of USA bolt the 10.9 is showing the tensile and 
yield strength of the bolt. In India the bolt are used 
are of standard in terms of size like M16, M18, M24 
in which the 18, 20, 24 is the mean diameter of the 
bolt and accordingly the bolt is selected for desired 
applications. 
The number of thread is also very important as the 
strength is directly proportional to the number of 
threads. As the number of threads increases the 
contact area increases,  hence the gripping  would be 
more, So the system can withstand high sudden  
shocks and loads. The bolts comes with very different 
type as per the application there are Allen bolts, taper 
bolts, wall mount bolt, fisher bolt & many more. We 
had done a detailed study and comparison of standard 
M16 headed bolt with our new design of bolt. The 
complete detailed study is done on the application of 
bolt for machine base fixing.   

 
Figure 1:  Nomenclature of Bolt. 

The above figure 1. shows the basic nomenclature of 
conventional bolt. The top hexagon head is called as 

head, which main purpose is for the fastening of the 
bolt and also it causes one sided support while in 
fastened  operation. The lower part is known as shank 
which is also called body of the bolt, the desired 
length of shank is selected as per the application. 
Threads are machined over the shank at a angle as per 
the type of bolt. The main purpose of thread is 
conversion of rotational motion given at the head into 
linear motion and also it helps to fasten the bolt by 
proper fitting of nut over the bolt. 
 
II. CONVENTIONAL BOLT DESIGN 

 
Figure 2:  Design of Conventional M16 Bolt. 

 
In conventional design the bolt are given a clockwise 
movement & due to the threads the clockwise 
movement is converted into linear ,while the 
fastening plates are kept in between of the nut & bolt. 
While the nut on the opposite side are given 
anticlockwise movement which engages the nut on 
the bolt.  And the thread get locked point is also 
known as thread lock point. The thread lock position 
is still not been defined. The stronger the locking 
point would be, higher the strength in the joint would 
be if the locking point is at the lower side of bolt then 
it is considered that the joint can withstand more 
vibration. The head of the bolt and nut are 
compressing each other and the plates between of 
them is having compression tension. While the shank 
(bolt body) is under the tensile stress as the threads 
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are being stretched. Most of the failure of bolt 
happens at the shank itself only. The below figure 2. 
shows the basic design of conventional current bolt 
design. The bolts are shown in normal and engaged 
position.  

 
III. INNOVATIVE BOLT DESIGN 
 
Our design is having unique arrangement of 
engagement and disengagement  of  bolt system. Our 
bolt  is having two pitch circle, one at the outer & 
other in the inner. The outer pitch circle is having 
outer threading and the inner pitch circle is having 
inner threads. The pitch between the two thread are 
kept same to avoid the chocking and jamming of bolt 
system and that would also be a design failure. Hence 
the pitch is synchronized between inner & outer 
thread for smooth engagement of both  threads at 
same time. The thread get meshed at only a single 
angle, otherwise the mismatch occurs in between 
Outer thread & inner thread, hence the fitting is not 
possible. The tightness depends upon the number of 
threads are there more the tightness & the load the 
bolt can withstand. But the advantage of tightness 
cannot be used everywhere as the more number of 
teeth require more material to manufacture as well as 
more time to fasten and as per DFMA(Design for 
Manufacturing and Assembly). Sometimes the screw 
tightening cost is more than twice of cost of screw or 
bolt itself (DFMA). Hence it's important to take 
assembly time into consideration while designing & 
selecting the bolt. 
 
Currently the bolts are selected  according to the size 
& maximum load capacity. The strength of bolt is 
measured by the tensile stress testing. Tensile test is 
carried out on the bolt specimen material. A standard 
sized specimen is pulled from both  sides & the load 
at which it started failing that is known as its tensile 
strength. The strength is more dependent upon the 
mass of material of specimen also the density of 
material used in specimen. Currently various alloy are 
also used for higher strength application. Specially in 
desired application. 

Figure 3: Our Innovative Bolt Design. 
 
The below figure 3 shows the basic design of our 
Innovative bolt design. The bolts are shown in normal 
and engaged position. The figure gives the clear idea 

about the engagement of bolt in the base and  
elimination of the top head. The lower engagement of 
structure gives the support to the bolt for the 
fastening. 
 
IV. DESIGNING 

 
The design sizes are kept same as of standard M16 
bolt while the diameter is kept same. We had 
removed the top  of the head & we had produce an 
Allen hole inside of the bolt. The advantage of this is 
that, It  will reduce the mass of the bolt & it will also 
give aesthetic high performance compared  to the 
conventional design .This is also a design 
improvement as the  conventional bolts has 
hexagonal shape and they easily get worn out and 
also while servicing the spanner while tightening get 
slip and many times injures the worker . But if we the 
Allen key fitting then the slippage chances reduces  & 
If it even slips then there is not or very less chances 
of injury due to slippage of tools. Our design 
eliminates the requirement of nut for its tightening or 
fastening instead of nut, we need to develop a hole in 
the base of the fastening plate. This thing limits the 
application of our bolt design. 
 
V. WORKING 
 
As in our design there is no need of head nor nut, 
hence it's interesting to understand the working of 
this bolt system. Our bolt is designed for very  
specific type of application where there is the 
fastening of two plates are required and the second 
plate (lower plate) should be at least twice of its 
thickness and machining or there should be 
possibility of performing drilling & threading 
processes. Our bolt also requires internal threading 
inside the plates. The lower base  plate should have a 
conical structure in the centre of it and the conical 
structure or shaft should be having external threading 
over it. These are the requirements of works to be 
done on the fastening plates while our bolt is having 
Allen type head on the top and having same female 
type structure at the base with internal threading. 
Now if the bolt clockwise movement is given, same 
as the thread like conventional  bolt. It will move in 
the linear direction. The male type structure  on the 
second or lower plate will moves inside the female of 
the bolt. As there is two layers of threads one on the 
bolt & other inside of the bolt. Hence like similar of 
conventional design locking point are produced but 
here be there would be two locking point because of 
two threads. The locking point position cannot be  
 
defined but the strength due to two point would be 
much higher. Hence the bolt are more rigid & stable 
in the case of vibration operation applications. 
The strength of bolt also depends upon the number of 
engaged threads. In conventional design of bolts the 
size of bolts are increased, hence  the thread number 
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also  increased & more the threads are in engaged  
position, there would be more friction, hence the 
adherence forces are more. The strength is improved 
but this requires more material, more machinery as 
well as more time for its fitting. While if we take  our 
design of bolt, the bolt size is reduced to half as the 
half number of threads are at outer body & half at the 
inner side. Hence the overall size increment is lesser 
which ultimately reduces the size of the bolt. 
 
VI.    FITTING TIME 
 
The average M16 bolts taken around 16 sec for the 
complete engagement  the time is measured for the 
manual fitting with minimum human errors. While if 
we tighten the our bolt for the same application. It 
takes around only  10 seconds for the engagement & 
torque .  

 
Figure 4: Graph of Fitting time of M16 Vs Our Design 

 
The above figure 4 shows the time taken by the both 
types of design of bolt in seconds. from the graph we 
found that the time required for fastening of our bolt 
system is lesser than the conventional bolt system, 
hence this type bolts can be used to reduce the fitting 
time of the bolts. 
 
VII.   VOLUME OF MATERIAL 
 
To manufacturing the same application bolt ,we had 
compared the consumption of the material in both 
cases. We have used the volume of bolt in 
comparison as with the change of material the weight 
and density changes.  

 
Figure 5: Graph of Volume of M16 Vs Our Design 

The figure 5 shows the material consumption is high 
in the case of conventional design of  bolts  and  in 
our  bolt  the  material required is lesser hence this 
will directly reduce the raw material cost.  

VIII.    PRESSURE AREA 
 

The pressure area is the area under the direct contact 
while the fitting. The parts under the pressure area is 
always remains under stress and cause the major 
cause of failure due to deformation.  

 
 

Figure 6: Graph of Pressure Area of M16 Vs Our Design 
 
The figure 6 shows the comparison of pressure area 
under the stress under the fitting operation, as in our 
design the top head is eliminated hence the pressure 
area is reduced and hence our bolt design is more 
sustainable at high and sudden loads in the 
experiment.  
 
IX.       SIMULATION 
 
We have used simulation for testing of our design. we 
had performed Von Mises Stress Simulation, 
Displacement Magnitude Fringe Simulation and 
Principal Stress Vectors for the complete 
understanding of the stress being generated at each 
section of our design. The constraint are kept same as 
of the M16 conventional bolt system. 

 
Figure 7: Von Mises Stress Simulation 

Von Mises Stress Simulation is used to find the 
yielding point of the material under any loading 
conditions. here in figure 7 shows the Von Mises 
stress simulation result. The Von Mises stress should 
be under 12000 as per the standards. Here we found 
our design to be safer as the results are blue in color. 
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Which means at the loading condition of testing can 
be easily withstand. 
 

 
Figure 8: Displacement Magnitude Fringe  

 
In displacement magnitude fringe the displacement 
can be determined, which ultimately leads to 
prediction of location from where the deformation 
starts in loading condition. The  base of the system is 
fixed and angular force is given to the head of the 
bolt. The results shows the predicted deformation 
locations. The deformation is shown by changing 
color. In our deign the base is the engagement 
location hence that area should be in safer condition, 
and as per the simulation results its seems to be  safer. 

 
Figure 9: Principal Stress Vectors 

 
The figure 9 shows the principal stress vector which 
is used to predict the stresses vectors at various 
points. The results showing the stresses being 
produced at various threads of the bolt. It is clearly 
observed by the results that the threads are in safer 
condition as the major loads are carried out by the 
lower portion of the bolt. Our design results are found 
safer under the loading conditions.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Implementation of double thread system (Our Bolt 
Design). will reduces the drawbacks of the current 
conventional bolt. Our design is found to be safer for 
operation, can be fastened in lesser time and can 
withstand high loading condition. Hence this 
innovative bolt design can be used at various 
applications, which will improve the overall 
efficiency and benefits of the bolt system.  
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